SECTION 23 05 00
COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR MECHANICAL

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK

A. The work to be included in these and all other mechanical subsections shall consist of providing, installing, adjusting and setting into proper operation complete and workable systems for all items shown on the Drawings, described in the specifications or reasonably implied. This shall include the planning and supervision to coordinate the work with other crafts and to maintain a proper time schedule for delivery of materials and installation of the work.

B. Section includes:
   1. General mechanical work.

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Division 1
B. All other Division 23 Specifications
C. Division 26

1.3 PROJECT RECORD DRAWINGS

A. In addition to other requirements of Division 1, mark up a clean set of drawings as the work progresses to show the dimensioned location and routing of all mechanical work which will become permanently concealed. Show routing of work in concealed blind spaces within the building.

B. Provide one set of drawings clearly marked up with all as-built information to the Authority within two weeks of completion.

C. At completion of project, deliver these drawings to the Authority and obtain a written receipt.

1.4 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described in Division 23 specifications and shown on the Drawings to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the project. Provide submittals in the manner described herein and in Division 1.

B. Provide submittals for all materials in each of the Division 23 specification sections which follow and submit under that specification section.

C. Submittal review is for general design and arrangement only and does not relieve the Contractor from any of the requirements of the Contract Documents. Submittals will not be checked for quantity, dimension, fit or proper technical design of manufactured equipment. Where deviations of substitute product or system performance have not been specifically noted in the submittal by the Contractor, provision of a complete and
satisfactory working installation of equal quality to system specified is the sole responsibility of the Contractor.

1.5 RECEIVING AND HANDLING
A. See general conditions and the general requirements in Division 1 regarding material handling.
B. Deliver packaged materials to the jobsite in unbroken packaging with manufacturer’s label, and store to facilitate inspection and installation sequence.
C. Protect all materials and equipment during the duration of construction work against contamination and damage. Replace or repair to original manufactured condition any items damaged during construction. Immediately report any items found damaged to the Authority prior to commencing construction.

1.6 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
A. Division 1 - Material and Equipment: Storage and protection.

1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Division 1 - Quality Control
B. Perform all work in accordance with the latest adopted editions of the International Fire Code, the International Building Code, and the International Mechanical Code including State of Alaska amendments. Comply with all applicable State and Federal regulations.
C. Perform work with skilled craftsman specializing in said work. Install all materials in a neat and orderly, and secure fashion as required by specifications and commonly recognized standards of good workmanship.

1.8 SCHEDULE OF WORK
A. The work must be expedited and close coordination will be required in executing the work. The various trades shall perform their portion of the work at such times as directed so as to meet scheduled completion dates, and to avoid delaying any other trade.
B. The Authority will set up completion dates. Each Contractor shall cooperate in establishing these times and locations and shall process his work so as to ensure the proper execution of it.

1.9 SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
A. Contact the Authority prior to completion of all work to schedule substantial completion inspection in accordance with Division 1. The Authority will generate a punchlist of corrective action items during the inspection. Work will not be considered complete until all corrective action items in the Authority’s punch list have been satisfactorily completed and photographic or other positive documentation has been provided to the Authority.

1.10 COOPERATION AND CLEANING UP
A. The Contractor for the work under each section of the specifications shall coordinate his work with the work described in all other sections of the specifications, and shall carry on
his work in such a manner that none of the work under any section of these specifications shall be handicapped, hindered or delayed at any time.

B. At all times during the progress of the work, the Contractor shall keep the premises clean and free of unnecessary materials and debris. The Contractor shall, on direction at any time from the Authority, clear any designated area or areas of materials and debris. On completion of any portion of the work, the Contractor shall remove from the premises all tools and machinery and all debris occasioned by the work, leaving the premises free of all obstructions and hindrances.

1.11 SPECIAL CONDITIONS

   A. Ensure that the appropriate safety measures are implemented and the all workers are aware of the potential hazards from electrical shock, burn, rotating fans, pulleys, belts, hot manifolds, noise, etc. associated with working near power generation and control equipment.

1.12 WARRANTY

   A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements: Warranties.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

   A. Provide all equipment and materials required for a complete system.

   B. All equipment and materials supplied under this Contract are new unless specifically indicated as existing. Where additional or replacement items are required, provide like items by the same manufacturer to the maximum extent practical.

   C. Install all material and equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions and recommendations unless specifically indicated otherwise.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 DRAWINGS

   A. The mechanical Drawings are generally diagrammatic and do not necessarily show all features of the required work. Provide all equipment and materials required for a complete system. Complete details of the building which affect the mechanical installation may not be shown. For additional details, see other Drawings which may include electrical, architectural, structural, and civil. Coordinate work under this section with that of all related trades.

   B. Contractor to field verify all dimensions and conditions prior to start of construction. Immediately contact the Authority for clarification of questionable items or apparent conflicts.
3.2 CUTTING, FITTING, REPAIRING, PATCHING, AND FINISHING
A. Where previously completed building surfaces or other features must be cut, penetrated, or otherwise altered, such work shall be carefully laid out and patched to the original condition. Perform work only with craftsmen skilled in their respective trades.
B. Do not cut, drill, or notch structural members unless specifically approved by the Authority. Minimize penetrations and disruption of building features.
C. Seal all exterior ceiling and wall penetrations as indicated. Where exterior wall penetrations are accessible from the inside seal both interior and exterior surfaces as indicated.

3.3 EXAMINATION
A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.

3.4 INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT
A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.
B. Unless otherwise indicated, support all equipment and install in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations and approved submittals.
C. Maintain manufacturer's recommended minimum clearances for access and maintenance.
D. Where equipment is to be anchored to structure, furnish and locate necessary anchoring and vibration isolation devices.
E. Furnish all structural steel, such as angles, channels, beams, etc. required to support all piping, ductwork, equipment and accessories installed under this Division. Use structural supports suitable for equipment specified or as indicated. In all cases, support design will be based upon data contained in manufacturer's catalog.
F. Openings: Arrange for necessary openings in buildings to allow for admittance and reasonable maintenance or replacement of all apparatus furnished.

3.5 SCOPE OF ISOLATION AND RESTRAINT WORK
A. All vibrating equipment and the interconnecting pipe and ductwork shall be isolated to eliminate the transmission of objectionable noise and vibration from the structure.
B. Mechanical equipment shall be carefully checked upon delivery for proper mechanical performance, which shall include proper noise and vibration operation.
C. All installed rotating equipment with excessive noise and/or vibration, which cannot be corrected in place, shall be replaced at no cost to the Authority.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 23 05 29
HANGERS AND SUPPORTS FOR PIPING AND EQUIPMENT

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY
A. Section includes:
  1. Pipe hangers and supports.
  2. Hanger rods.
  3. Formed steel channel.

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS
A. Section 23 05 00 – Common Work Requirements for Mechanical
B. Section 23 11 13 - Fuel and Lube Oil Piping
C. Section 23 21 16 - Hydronic Equipment and Specialties
D. Section 23 35 16.10 - Engine Exhaust and Crank Vent Piping
E. Section 26 05 29 - Hangers and Supports for Electrical Systems

1.3 REFERENCES
A. American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
  1. ASME B31.1 - Power Piping.
  2. ASME B31.9 - Building Services Piping.
B. ASTM International:
C. American Welding Society:
  1. AWS D1.1 - Structural Welding Code - Steel.
D. Manufacturers Standardization Society of the Valve and Fittings Industry:
  1. MSS SP 58 - Pipe Hangers and Supports - Materials, Design and Manufacturer.
  2. MSS SP 69 - Pipe Hangers and Supports - Selection and Application.
  3. MSS SP 89 - Pipe Hangers and Supports - Fabrication and Installation Practices.

1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described herein. Provide in accordance with the requirements of Section 23 05 00 - Common Work Results for Mechanical and Division 1.
B. Product Data: Hangers and Supports: Submit manufacturers catalog data including load capacity.
1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
   A. Division 1 – Quality Control
   B. Conform to applicable code for support of coolant and hydronic piping.
   C. Perform Work in accordance with State of Alaska Standards.

1.6 QUALIFICATIONS
   A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing Products specified in this section with minimum three years documented experience.
   B. Installer: Company specializing in performing Work of this section.

1.7 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
   A. Accept materials on site in original factory packaging, labeled with manufacturer's identification.
   B. Protect from weather and construction traffic, dirt, water, chemical, and damage, by storing in original packaging.

1.8 FIELD MEASUREMENTS
   A. Verify field measurements prior to fabrication.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 STRUCTURAL STEEL
   A. Miscellaneous shapes and plate: ASTM A-36.
   B. Rectangular tubing: ASTM A-500 Grade B.
   C. Structural Pipe: ASTM A-53 or ASTM A-106B.
   D. Paint as indicated.

2.2 PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
   A. Support equipment and raceways on strut, brackets, trapeze hangers, or as detailed. Anvil, B-Line, Grinnell, Unistrut, or approved equal.

2.3 FORMED STEEL CHANNEL
   A. Strut: Cold formed mild steel channel strut, pre-galvanized finish and slotted back unless specifically indicated otherwise.
   B. Standard Strut: 12 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 1-5/8”, B-line B22-SH-Galv or equal.
   C. Double Strut: 12 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 3-1/4”, B-line B22A-SH-Galv or equal.
   D. Shallow Strut: 14 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 13/16”, B-line B54-SH-Galv or equal.
   E. Where strut is welded to tanks or structures provided plain (unfinished black) solid back strut: 12 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 1-5/8”, B-line B22-PLN or approved equal.
2.4 FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
   A. Provide fittings, brackets, channel nuts, and accessories designed specifically for use with specified channel strut. Zinc plated carbon steel.
   B. Pipe Clamps: Two piece pipe clamp designed to support pipe tight to strut, B-line B20##, or approved equal, as indicated on the Pipe/Tubing Strut Clamp Schedule on the Drawings. Zinc plated carbon steel.

2.5 FASTENERS
   A. All bolts, nuts, and washers to be zinc plated carbon steel except as specifically noted otherwise.
   B. On exhaust piping flanges provide plain carbon steel (black) or stainless steel bolts, nuts, and washers. Coat with high temperature anti-seize prior to assembly.
   C. Hanger Rods: Continuous threaded rod. Zinc plated carbon steel.

2.6 EARTHQUAKE ANCHORAGE
   A. Anchor equipment weighing more than 100 pounds to the building structure to resist lateral earthquake forces.
   B. Total lateral (earthquake) force shall be 1.00 times the equipment weight acting laterally in any direction through the equipment center of gravity. Provide adequate backing at structural attachment points to accept the forces involved.
   C. Provide equipment supported by flexible isolation mounts with earthquake restraining supports positioned as close to equipment as possible without contact in normal operation (earthquake bumpers). The maximum lateral displacement due to the computed earthquake force from above shall not exceed 1.5 inches.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1 EXAMINATION
   A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.

3.2 PREPARATION
   A. Obtain permission from the Authority before drilling or cutting structural members.

3.3 INSTALLATION - PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
   A. Support piping and equipment as shown on Drawings using specified supports and fasteners. If not detailed on Drawings, support from structural members with pipe hangers, clamps or pipe straps specifically intended for the application.
   B. Independently support pumps and equipment. Supporting piping from connections to equipment shall not be permitted.
C. Support horizontal piping as scheduled.
D. Install hangers with minimum 1/2 inch space between finished covering and adjacent work.
E. Place hangers within 12 inches of each horizontal elbow or as indicated.
F. Use hangers with 1-1/2 inch minimum vertical adjustment.
G. Where piping is installed in parallel and at same elevation, provide multiple pipe or trapeze hangers.
H. Support riser piping independently of connected horizontal piping.
I. Design hangers for pipe movement without disengagement of supported pipe.
J. Provide clearance in hangers and from structure and other equipment for installation of insulation. Refer to Section 23 07 19.
K. For specific piping and equipment support details reference Drawings.

3.4 SCHEDULES

A. Copper Tube and Steel Pipe Hanger Spacing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIPE SIZE Inches</th>
<th>Copper Tube Maximum Hanger Spacing (Ft)</th>
<th>Steel Pipe Maximum Hanger Spacing (Ft)</th>
<th>Copper Tube Hanger Rod Diameter (In)</th>
<th>Steel Pipe Hanger Rod Diameter (In)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 &amp; 3/4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 &amp; 1-1/4”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1/2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>5/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

END OF SECTION
SECTION 23 07 19
PIPING INSULATION

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY

A. Section includes:
   1. Piping insulation, jackets and accessories.
   2. Exhaust piping insulation, jackets and accessories.

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Section 23 05 00 – Common Work Requirements for Mechanical.
B. Section 23 05 29 - Hangers and Supports for Piping and Equipment.
C. Section 23 35 16.10 - Engine Exhaust and Crank Vent Piping.

1.3 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described herein. Provide in accordance with the requirements of Section 23 05 00 - Common Work Results for Mechanical and Division 1.

B. Product Data: Submit product description, thermal characteristics and list of materials and thickness for each service, and location.

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Division 1 – Quality Control

B. Pipe insulation maximum flame spread index of 25 and maximum smoke developed index of 50 in accordance with ASTM E84.

C. Pipe insulation manufactured in accordance with ASTM C585 for inner and outer diameters.

1.5 QUALIFICATIONS

A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section.

B. Applicator: Company specializing in performing work specified in this section.

1.6 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Accept materials on site in original factory packaging, labeled with manufacturer's identification, including product density and thickness.

B. Protect insulation from weather and construction traffic, dirt, water, chemical, and damage, by storing in original wrapping.

1.7 FIELD MEASUREMENTS

A. Verify field measurements prior to fabrication.
PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 EXHAUST PIPE INSULATION

A. Pipe and Flex Connector: Custom fit high temperature thermal insulation blanket. Provide four layer system with inner stainless steel mesh, 2000°F ceramic blanket, 1000°F fiberglass blanket, and plain weave carmelized fiberglass fabric outer cover. Provide all stainless steel closure system including lacing anchors, washers, and wire. Distribution International or approved equal.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 EXAMINATION

A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.
B. Verify piping has been tested before applying insulation materials.
C. Verify surfaces are clean and dry, with foreign material removed.

3.2 INSTALLATION - PIPING SYSTEMS

A. Insulate engine exhaust piping from turbo outlet up to point indicated on drawings including exhaust flex connectors and flanges.
B. Install insulation in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 23 11 13
FUEL AND LUBE OIL PIPING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY
A. Scope: This section applies to all diesel fuel and lube oil (oil) piping systems.
B. Section includes:
   1. Fuel oil piping.
   2. Lube oil (used oil) piping.
   3. Fittings and Valves.

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS
A. Section 23 05 00 – Common Work Requirements for Mechanical.
B. Section 23 05 29 - Hangers and Supports for Piping and Equipment.
C. Section 26 32 13 – Engine Generators.

1.3 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A. Minimum Working-Pressure Rating: Unless otherwise indicated, minimum pressure requirement for fuel and lube oil piping is 150 psig.

1.4 REFERENCES
A. American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
   1. ASME B31.1 - Power Piping.
   2. ASME B31.9 - Building Services Piping.
   3. ASME B16.5 Flanges and Flanged Fittings
   4. ASME B16.9 Factory-Made Wrought Steel Butt welding Fittings
   5. ASME B16.11 Forged Fittings, Socket-Welding and Threaded
   6. ASME Section IX - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code - Welding and Brazing Qualifications.
B. ASTM International:
   2. ASME B16.11 Forged Fittings, Socket-Welding and Threaded
C. Underwriters Laboratories Inc.: UL 142 – Steel Aboveground Tanks for Flammable and Combustible Liquids.
1.5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
   A. Provide piping of material as specified in PART 2.
   B. Provide flanges, unions, or couplings at locations requiring servicing. Use unions, flanges, or couplings downstream of valves and at equipment connections. Do not use direct welded connections to valves, equipment.
   C. Provide pipe hangers and supports per Drawings and specifications.

1.6 SUBMITTALS
   A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described herein. Provide in accordance with the requirements of Section 23 05 00 - Common Work Results for Mechanical and Division 1.
   B. Product Data:
      1. Piping: Submit manufacturers catalog information for pipe materials, fittings, and accessories.
      2. Valves: Submit manufacturer’s catalog information with data and ratings for each service.
   C. Welders’ Certificate: Include welders’ certification of compliance in accordance with Quality Assurance below.

1.7 CLOSEOUT
   A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements.

1.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE
   A. Division 1 – Quality Control.
   B. Perform Work in accordance with ASME B31.9 code for installation of piping systems and ASME Section IX for welding materials and procedures.
   C. Perform pipe welding with experienced welder with current API or equivalent certification for pipe welding in all positions.

1.9 QUALIFICATIONS
   A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section.
   B. Installer: Company specializing in performing Work of this section with current certification.

1.10 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
   A. Accept valves on site in shipping containers with labeling in place. Inspect for damage.
   B. Protect piping and fittings from soil and debris with temporary end caps and closures. Maintain in place until installation.

1.11 FIELD MEASUREMENTS
   A. Verify field measurements prior to fabrication.
PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 GENERAL
A. Materials shall be new unless otherwise specified. All items of the same type shall be of the same manufacturer.

B. Oil pipe shall have welded joints except for threaded connections to equipment and valves as required and shown. Provide flanged joints where indicated on Drawings to allow removal of individual components.

C. Provide butt weld joints for all pipe 1-1/2 inches in diameter and larger and on smaller pipe where specifically indicated on Drawings. Provide socket weld or threaded joints for all piping smaller than 1-1/2 inches in diameter unless indicated otherwise.

2.2 PIPE

2.3 PIPE FITTINGS
A. Fittings: ASTM A234 seamless carbon steel butt weld fittings for all pipe 1-1/2 inches in diameter and larger and on smaller pipe where specifically indicated on Drawings. Provide socket weld or threaded joints for all piping smaller than 1-1/2 inches in diameter using ASTM 105, forged steel fittings, minimum 3000 lb.

B. Flanges: ASTM A105 forged steel, ANSI 150# raised face unless indicated otherwise. Butt or socket weld as indicated.

C. Flange Gaskets: Spiral wound metallic gaskets, Flexitallic or approved equal. Coat with anti-seize prior to assembly.

D. Flange Bolts: On all exterior piping provide stainless steel bolts, nuts, and washers. Coat with anti-seize prior to assembly.

2.4 BALL VALVES
A. Threaded Ball Valves: Carbon steel body, threaded ends, stainless steel ball and trim, PTFE seat and Graphite/PTFE seals for NACE MR0175 service, lockable handle, 150 PSIG minimum working pressure. PBV C-5312-38-2236-TL-NC, PBV C-5322-38-2236-TL-NC or approved equal. Note that for a substitute valve to be approved it must be a domestic manufactured high quality industrial valve such as Apollo or Nibco.

2.5 CHECK VALVES
A. Threaded Check Valves: Brass or bronze body, threaded ends, swing check style, 150 psig minimum working pressure. Domestic only. Hammond, Milwaukee, Nibco, or approved equal.

2.6 FUSIBLE VALVES
A. Fusible Link Valves: Brass body, FPT ends, 165°F fusible head. Firomatic or approved equal. 1/2” Valve Model #12130.
2.7 HOSES

A. Fuel rated hose, Eaton Weatherhead H569, Aeroquip FC300, or approved equal. Sized as indicated on Drawings. Provide re-useable plated steel straight JIC swivel ends with NPT adapters.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 EXAMINATION

A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.

3.2 PREPARATION

A. Ream threaded pipe ends and remove burrs. Remove scale and dirt, on inside and outside, before assembly.

B. Thoroughly coat male pipe ends with Teflon tape and Teflon pipe joint compound prior to assembling.

C. Coat flange gaskets and bolts with anti-seize compound prior to assembling joints.

3.3 INSTALLATION - PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

A. Install pipe hangers and supports in accordance with Drawings and Section 23 05 29.

3.4 INSTALLATION - PIPING

A. Route piping in orderly manner and maintain gradient.

B. Install piping to conserve building space and not interfere with use of space. Group piping whenever practical at common elevations.

C. Install piping to allow for expansion and contraction without stressing pipe, joints, or connected equipment.

D. Install valves with stems upright or horizontal, not inverted. Provide access where valves are not exposed.

E. Protect piping systems from entry of foreign materials by temporary covers, completing sections of the work, and isolating parts of completed system.

3.5 FUEL AND LUBE OIL PIPING TESTING AND REPORTING

A. Division 1 – Quality Control

B. Test all oil piping with minimum 125 psig air. Test 100% of welds visually for leaks with each joint soaked in a foaming soapy water solution, and visually inspect each joint for leaks. Isolate and pressure test each run of piping for a minimum of one hour. Provide blind flanges, threaded caps or plugs at each end of the test section as needed. Do not conceal pipe joints before pressure testing is complete. Isolate equipment and components rated for lesser pressures so as not to damage these items.

C. Pressure test piping system again after all equipment is installed at 50 psi for a minimum of one hour, or the maximum rated pressure of the weakest component, whichever is less.
D. Submit written procedures for testing, including test pressures, equipment to be used and items to be tested.

E. Notify the Authority in writing seven (7) days in advance of pressure tests. The Authority shall be present at all testing. Pressure testing performed without the Authority present will be rejected, unless prior written approval is received from the Authority.

F. Cut out or disassemble all leaking joints. Repair and re-test until system proves leak-free. Retesting after the repair of defects shall be performed at no cost to the Authority.

G. Submit certified test results to the Authority for approval. Test certification shall include gauge pressure, air temperature, time, date, witness, and item or system identification.

3.6 SYSTEM STARTUP

A. Prime equipment and piping prior to running engines.

END OF SECTION
PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY

A. Scope: This section applies to all hydronic (glycol) piping systems.

B. In the communities of Chignik Lake and Takotna all hydronic piping systems are existing. The work under this contract is limited to minor modification and connection as indicated on the Drawings.

C. In the community of Circle the hydronic piping system is new and will be installed by the Owner prior to execution of this work. The work under this contract is limited to final connection as indicated on the Drawings.

D. Refilling and/or charging engine systems with glycol solution is included in work under this contract.

E. Section includes:
   1. Hoses and accessories.
   2. Engine coolant (ethylene glycol).

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Section 23 05 00 – Common Work Requirements for Mechanical.

B. Section 23 05 29 - Hangers and Supports for Piping and Equipment.

1.3 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described herein. Provide in accordance with the requirements of Section 23 05 00 - Common Work Results for Mechanical and Division 1.

B. Submit manufacturer’s catalog information for hoses and hose clamps.

C. Submit manufacturer’s catalog information for engine coolant ethylene glycol.

1.4 CLOSEOUT

A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements.

1.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Accept material on site in shipping containers with labeling in place. Inspect for damage.

B. Protect systems from entry of foreign materials by temporary covers, caps and closures, completing sections of the work, and isolating parts of completed system until installation.
1.6 FIELD MEASUREMENTS
   A. Verify field measurements before cutting hoses.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 HOSES
   A. Wire reinforced corrugated silicone hose. Parker 6621, Tusil Radflex, or approved equal. Sized as indicated on the Drawings.
   B. Install on barbed hose (king) nipples. On hoses larger than 1” install with stainless steel T-bolt clamps, Ideal-Tridon 30051 or approved equal. On hoses 1” and smaller install with lined stainless steel constant torque clamps, Ideal-Tridon 47 or approved equal.

2.2 ENGINE COOLANT (ETHYLENE GLYCOL)
   A. The glycol shall be extended life (heavy duty) ethylene glycol, Shell Rotella ELC, Chevron Delo XLC, or approved equal. Note that standard life coolant will not be accepted.
   B. The solution shall be premixed to a ratio of 50% ethylene glycol to 50% water. The water shall be treated in accordance with glycol manufacturer’s recommendations. The mixed solution shall be dyed bright pink, no exceptions.
   C. The solution shall be packaged in sealed 55 gallon drums and labeled "Ethylene Glycol" with pink lettering.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 INSTALL HOSES
   A. Cut hoses to length and install in barbed nipples with clamps as indicated.

3.2 FURNISH GLYCOL
   A. Furnish one sealed drum of glycol solution for Chignik Lake delivered to the project site.
   B. Furnish two sealed drums of glycol solution for Circle delivered to the project site.
   C. Furnish one sealed drum of glycol solution for Takotna delivered to the project site.

3.3 CHARGING EXISTING SYSTEMS (Chignik Lake and Takotna)
   A. Upon completion of engine installation and hose connections, add ethylene glycol solution to the cooling system as required to fill engines and piping.
   B. Ensure that all engines are operated long enough with adequate load to get thermostats fully open and to circulate glycol through all piping and accessories. Add ethylene glycol solution as required to top off and bring the level in the expansion tank to approximately 50% with the system purged of air and up to normal operating temperature.
   C. Seal drum and turn over remaining glycol to the utility.
3.4 FLUSHING AND CHARGING NEW SYSTEM (Circle)

A. Note that the utility is responsible to fabricate, install, and pressure test the hydronic coolant piping prior to Contractor installation of new engines.

B. Fill the entire system with potable water. Run engines briefly with limited load as required to obtain circulation through the entire system. To ensure engines are not damaged, do not run under high load or for extended periods of time with potable water.

C. Drain system completely.

D. Fill cooling system completely with ethylene glycol solution.

E. Ensure that all engines are operated long enough with adequate load to get thermostats fully open and to circulate glycol through all piping and accessories. Add ethylene glycol solution as required to top off and bring the level in the expansion tank to approximately 50% with the system purged of air and up to normal operating temperature.

F. Seal drum and turn over remaining glycol to the utility.

END OF SECTION
PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY
A. Section includes:
   1. Engine Exhaust piping
   2. Crank Vent piping
   3. Mufflers
   4. Flanges and Gaskets
   5. Crank Vent Hose

1.2 RELATED SECTIONS
A. Section 23 05 00 – Common Work Requirements for Mechanical.
B. Section 23 05 29 - Hangers and Supports for Piping and Equipment.
C. Section 23 07 19 - Piping Insulation.
D. Section 26 32 13 – Engine Generators.

1.3 REFERENCES
A. American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
   1. ASME B31.1 - Power Piping.
   2. ASME B31.9 - Building Services Piping.
   3. ASME Section IX - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code - Welding and Brazing
      Qualifications.
B. ASTM International:
C. Underwriters Laboratories Inc.:
   1. UL 536 - Flexible Metallic Hose.

1.4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Provide piping of material as specified in PART 2.
B. Where more than one piping system material is specified, provide compatible system
   components and joints.
C. Provide flanges or couplings at locations requiring servicing and where indicated. Do not
   use direct welded connections to equipment.
D. Provide pipe hangers and supports per Drawings and specifications.

E. Flexible Connector: Use at exhaust piping connections to engine as indicated in Drawings.

1.5 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described herein. Provide in accordance with the requirements of Section 23 05 00 - Common Work Results for Mechanical and Division 1.

B. Product Data:
   1. Piping: Submit manufacturers catalog information for pipe and fittings, both carbon steel pipe and copper tubing as indicated.
   2. Flanges and Gaskets: Submit manufacturer’s catalog information.
   3. Mufflers: Submit manufacturer’s catalog information.
   4. Rain Caps: Submit manufacturer’s catalog information.
   5. Crank Vent Hose: Submit manufacturer’s catalog information for hose and clamps.

1.6 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements.

1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Division 1 – Quality Control

B. Perform Work in accordance with ASME B31.9 code for installation of piping systems and ASME Section IX for welding materials and procedures.

C. Perform Work in accordance with AWS D1.1 for welding hanger and support attachments to building structure.

D. Perform pipe welding with experienced welder with current API or equivalent certification for pipe welding in all positions.

1.8 QUALIFICATIONS

A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section.

B. Fabricator or Installer: Company specializing in performing Work of this section.

1.9 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Division 1 - Material and Equipment: Transportation and Handling.

B. Accept piping and materials on site in shipping containers with labeling in place. Inspect for damage.

C. Protect piping and fittings from soil and debris with temporary end caps and closures. Maintain in place until installation.
1.10 FIELD MEASUREMENTS
   A. Verify field measurements prior to fabrication.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 EXHAUST PIPING
   B. Flanges: ANSI 150#, configuration as indicated on Drawings.
   C. Flange Gaskets: High temperature, full face, Frenzelit Novatec 925F or approved equal.
   D. Flange Bolts: Plain carbon steel (black) or stainless steel bolts, nuts, and washers. Coat with high temperature anti-seize prior to assembly.
   E. Perform pipe welding with experienced welder with current API or equivalent certification for pipe welding in all positions.

2.2 FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS
   A. Exhaust Pipe Flexible Connectors: Specified with Engine Generator, see Section 26 32 13 – Engine Generators.

2.3 MUFFLERS
   A. Mufflers to be disc style, bottom center in and side out, ASA 125# flanges, 2” internal acoustical/thermal wrap, high temperature satin black finish. Configure with four mounting tabs at bottom. Mufflers shall be critical grade with minimum 28db reduction at 125Hz. E.M. Products DCK2, G.T. Exhaust Systems H1-5, or approved equal. See Drawings for size.

2.4 RAIN CAPS
   A. Exhaust rain caps, hinged type, all stainless steel construction, G.T. Exhaust Systems or approved equal. See Drawings for size

2.5 CRANK VENT PIPING
   A. Provide copper crank vent piping as indicated on Drawings.
   B. Copper Tubing: ASTM B88, Type L drawn.
   C. Fittings: ASME B16.22 solder wrought copper.
   D. Joints: Soldered with 95-5 tin-antimony solder or silver solder. Note that at Contractors option joints may be brazed with copper brazing rod.

2.6 CRANK VENT HOSE
   A. Crank Vent Hose: Heavy duty oil resistant PVC suction hose. Tigerflex ORV or approved equal. See design drawings for size.
B. Install on barbed hose (king) nipples. Fasten with lined stainless steel constant torque clamps, Ideal-Tridon 47 or approved equal.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 EXAMINATION
A. Check materials for damage that may have occurred during shipment. Repair damaged materials as required or replace with new materials.

3.2 PREPARATION
A. Remove scale and dirt, on inside and outside, before assembly.

3.3 INSTALLATION - PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
A. Install pipe hangers and supports in accordance with Drawings and specifications. Refer to Section 23 05 29.

3.4 INSTALLATION - PIPING
A. Route piping in orderly manner and maintain gradient.
B. Install piping to conserve building space and not interfere with use of space.
C. Protect piping systems from entry of foreign materials by temporary covers, completing sections of the work, and isolating parts of completed system.
D. Piping Insulation: Insulate interior exhaust piping as indicated on the Drawings.

3.5 INSTALLATION – MUFLER
A. Install muffler in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions and support as indicated on the Drawings.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 26 05 00
COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR ELECTRICAL

PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK

A. Provide the labor, materials, equipment and test equipment necessary to furnish, install, and place into operation the power, motor, lighting, control, alarm, and associated electrical systems of this Contract. Connect motors, meters, panels, sensors, switches, and outlets or any other electrical device installed or provided as part of the project. Mark and identify circuits, terminal boards, equipment, enclosures, etc. with identification numbers, wire numbers, nameplates, and warning signs. Test, adjust and calibrate equipment and start-up all electrical equipment and its associated mechanical attachments as necessary to place the project into operation.

B. Provide and install all control equipment and wiring to instruments and devices installed by others.

C. Where the work of several crafts is involved, coordinate all related work to provide each system in complete and in proper operating order.

D. Cooperate with all others involved in the project, with due regard to their work, to promote rapid completion.

E. Local Conditions: The Contractor shall thoroughly familiarize himself with the work as well as the local conditions under which the work is to be performed. Schedule work with regard to seasons, weather, climate conditions, and all other local conditions which may affect the progress and quality of work.

F. See Division 1 of which contain information and requirements that apply to work specified herein.

G. The Contractor shall provide electrical service to, connection and/or interconnection of various units of equipment supplied by others. The Contractor shall not be required to set in place or align motors or calibrate devices supplied as an integral part of equipment provided by others.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. This section applies to all Division 26 work.

B. See Divisions 1, 23, and 26 which contain information and requirements that apply to work specified herein.
1.3 TELEPHONE SERVICE

A. Telephone service is not a part of this project.

1.4 CODES AND STANDARDS

A. Codes: Perform all work in strict accordance with all applicable national, state, and local codes; including, but not limited to the latest legally enacted editions of the following specifically noted requirements:

1. NFPA 70, National Electric Code - NEC;
2. ANSI-C2, National Electrical Safety Code - NESC;
3. International Building Code - IBC; and
4. International Fire Code - IFC.

B. Standards: Reference to the following standards infers that installation, equipment, and materials shall be within the limits for which it was designed, tested, and approved, in conformance with the current publications and standards of the following organizations:

1. American National Standards Institute - ANSI;
3. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Consultants - ASHRAE (Standard 90-75);
4. Factory Mutual – FM;
5. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Consultants - IEEE;
6. National Electrical Contractors Association - NECA;
7. National Electrical Manufacturers' Association - NEMA;
8. National Fire Protection Association - NFPA, and
9. Underwriters Laboratory - UL

1.5 SPECIFIC TERMINOLOGY

A. Streamlining: In many instances, the products, reference standards, and other itemized specifications have been listed without verbiage. In these cases, it is implied that the Contractor shall provide the products and perform in accordance with the references listed.
B. The word "Contractor" as used in Division 26 specifications shall mean "Electrical Contractor."

C. The word "General Contractor" as used in Division 26 specifications shall mean the Contractor responsible for the project.

D. "Furnish" means to purchase material as shown and specified, and cart the material to an approved location at the site or elsewhere as noted or agreed to be installed by supporting crafts.

E. "Install" means to set in place and connect, ready for use and in complete and properly operating finished condition, material that has been furnished.

F. "Provide" means furnish all products, labor, sub-contracts, and appurtenances required and install to a complete and properly operating, finished condition.

G. "Rough-in and Connect" means provide an appropriate system connection such as conduit with "J" boxes, wiring, switches, disconnects, etc., and all wiring connections. Equipment furnished is received, uncrated, assembled and set in place under the Division in which it is specified.

H. "Accessible" means arranged so that an appropriately dressed man 6-foot 2 inches tall, weighing 250 pounds, may approach the area in question with the tools and products necessary for the work intended, and may then position himself to properly perform the task to be accomplished, without disassembly or damage to the surrounding installation.

I. "Serviceable" means arranged so that the component or product in question may be properly removed and replaced without disassembly, destruction, or damage to the surrounding installation.

J. "Product" is a generic term which includes materials, equipment, fixtures, and any physical item used on the project.

1.6 DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS & SYMBOLS

A. The Drawings and Specifications are complementary; what is shown on one is as binding as if called for in both. Do not scale the Drawings. Locations of devices, fixtures, and equipment are approximate unless dimensioned.

B. The Drawings are partly diagrammatic and do not show precise routing of conduits or exact location of all products, and may not show in minute detail all features of the installation; however, provide all systems complete and in proper operating order.

C. Drawing symbols used for basic materials, equipment and methods are commonly used by the industry and should be universally understood. Special items are
identified by a supplementary list of graphical illustrations, or called for on the Drawings or in the specifications.

1.7 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide submittals for all products and systems described in Division 26 specifications and shown on the Drawings to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the project. Provide submittals in the manner described herein and in Division 1 with an index following specification format and with item by item identification.

B. Under this specification section provide submittals for all products and systems listed below. Identify by the schedule reference or drawing.

1. All materials in the Electrical Equipment Schedule on the Drawings.
2. All materials in the Electrical Instrumentation Schedule on the Drawings.
3. All materials in the Electrical Conductor Schedule on the Drawings.
4. All panels shown on the Drawings that are not referenced under another specification section.

C. Provide submittals for all materials in each of the Division 26 specification sections which follow and submit under that specification section.

D. Submittals shall demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the project. Furnish all relevant data as appropriate including but not limited to:

1. Manufacturer's name and address, and supplier's name, address, and phone number.
2. Catalog designation or model number with rough-in data and dimensions.
3. Operation characteristics.
4. Complete customized listing of characteristics required. Indicate whether item is "As Specified" or "Proposed Substitution." Indicate any deviations on submittal. Mark out all non-applicable items. The terminology "As Specified" used without this customized listing is not acceptable.
5. Wiring diagrams for the specific system.
6. Coordination data to check protective devices.
7. Shop Drawings.
E. Submittal review is for general design and arrangement only and does not relieve the Contractor from any of the requirements of the Contract Documents. Submittals will not be checked for quantity, dimension, fit or proper technical design of manufactured equipment. Where deviations of substitute product or system performance have not been specifically noted in the submittal by the Contractor, provision of a complete and satisfactory working installation of equal quality to system specified is the sole responsibility of the Contractor.

1.8 TESTS

A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements.

B. In addition to field testing, the Contractor shall perform all shop tests for fabricated items as required by the Division 26 specification sections which follow.

C. The Contractor shall be responsible for field testing all electrical systems and equipment shown on the drawings.

D. The Contractor shall prepare and submit a test plan for review and approval by the Authority.

1. Field testing cannot take place without an approved test plan.

   a. The Test Plan shall outline the tests planned for each item of equipment.

   b. The Test Procedures shall identify the test equipment to be utilized, the action of each test step and the expected result so that a test technician who has no knowledge of the details of the equipment design shall be able to successfully conduct the test.

2. In the presence of the Authority,

   a. Test the equipment and electrical circuits for proper connection, continuity, and absence of undesirable shorts and grounds.

   b. Test wire and cable installation, when complete.

   c. Check for continuity, visual damage, marking, and proper phase sequence before performing insulation testing.

      1) Megger bus work, switches, breakers and circuits phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground disconnecting and reconnecting equipment which cannot be meggered otherwise.
2) The minimum acceptable steady-state value is 50 megohms. Ambient temperature and humidity during testing shall be recorded.

3. Verify operation, calibration, and settings of the meters, relays and indicating devices.

4. Check all auxiliary equipment, i.e., heaters, thermostats, lights, and all illuminated indicating devices and lamps, and all audible alarm devices to verify that they function properly.

5. Take station service equipment test load readings after all loads are connected. Obtain the maximum reading for each phase and neutral with all lighting, appliances, motors (as applicable use largest combination), and other loads connected to the panels in service.

6. Check fuses with an ohmmeter; ring out wiring and busing; check operation of control and safety interlocks.

7. Test motor driven equipment motors before energization. Insulation test shall consist of megohmeter check phase-to-ground, per IEEE Standard 43 or manufacturer's recommendations.

8. Load test each motor of motor driven equipment showing the following:
   a. Nameplate ratings (horsepower), (speed), (voltage), (phase), (ampere rating of motor at full load).
   b. Measured load in amperes on lines 1-2.

9. Load test pump motors, noting the operating conditions at the time of the test. Motor test data shall show suction and discharge conditions (pressure, temperature, humidity, to where such conditions affect load).

10. Overload heaters shall be checked and the size on each phase shall be noted at this time on the test sheet.

E. Report all test results in writing. Where tests disclose problem areas, retest after the defect has been corrected.

F. Demonstrate that the electrical installation is working by operating all electrical systems and equipment. Simulate control inputs, responses to outputs and alarm conditions and their acknowledgement, artificially where necessary, for complete system tests.

G. Operate the electrical systems until acceptance of the work. Instruct operators in the correct operation of all electrical and control systems under your jurisdiction.
H. Any rework or repair of equipment required during or as a result of the testing shall be done by the Contractor at no additional expense to the Authority.

I. The Contractor shall furnish to the Authority at the time the project is accepted, any special tools, calibration equipment, and testing apparatus specified or furnished by the equipment manufacturer for the proper adjustment and maintenance of the electrical equipment provided.

### 1.9 CODES AND INSPECTIONS

A. Electrical work shall be installed in accordance with the latest edition of the National Electric Code and local and state codes in legal force in the project area.

1. If the Contractor observes that the Drawings and/or Specifications are at variance with such codes and regulations, he shall promptly notify the Authority in writing.

2. Should the Contractor perform any work in non-compliance with the above-mentioned codes and regulations without such notice to the Authority, the Contractor shall bear all costs arising therefrom.

B. The above codes are referenced to establish minimum requirements and wherever this specification requires higher grades of material or workmanship than required by the codes, this specification shall prevail.

C. All electrical work shall be performed by Alaska licensed Journeyman Electricians or licensed Apprentice Electricians under the direct supervision of a licensed Electrical Administrator.

D. Submit written proof of all Journeyman and Apprentice Electricians' current licenses.

E. Submit certification for tests and inspections required by the electrical inspector having jurisdiction. Certificates of approval that are issued shall be transmitted to the Authority.

F. The Contractor shall pay all costs and fees required by inspecting and other agencies required for his work.

G. Cooperate with the Authority and provide assistance at all times for the inspection of the electrical work performed under this Contract. Remove covers, operate machinery, or perform any reasonable work which, in the opinion of the Authority, will be necessary to determine the completeness, quality, or adequacy of the work.
1.10 COORDINATION

A. Electrical Drawings are partly diagrammatic and it is not the intent to show in detail all features of work or exact physical arrangement of equipment. The location of outlets and equipment are approximate unless dimensioned. The exact locations and routing of conduits shall be governed by structural conditions and physical interferences and by the location of electrical terminations on equipment. Equipment shall be located and installed so that it will be readily accessible for operation and maintenance.

B. If conduit is placed incorrectly with respect to equipment connections or if equipment connections are relocated without appropriate changes in the electrical work, and the resulting work is not coordinated, the work affected shall be removed and re-installed at the Contractor's expense, even if removal and replacement of structural and/or mechanical parts of the work are necessary.

C. The Contractor shall schedule his work to coordinate through the General Contractor and with all other subcontractors, power and telephone utilities in order to maintain job progress and to avoid conflicts with equipment installation or work done by the various trades.

D. The Contractor is responsible for maintaining required clearspace. Should the Contractor become aware of a clearspace violation or if the installation of electrical equipment as shown produces a clearspace violation, notify the Authority in writing before proceeding with the installation.

1.11 LOCATIONS

A. If hazardous location boundaries exist, they will be shown on the drawings. Locations for seal-off fittings shall be field determined by the Contractor.

B. Wet Locations: Wet locations shall include all areas underground (below grade), in direct contact with the earth, areas subject to saturation with water or other liquids from splashing, surface water, exposed to the weather and unprotected.

1.12 RECORD DRAWINGS

A. Division 1 – Project Record Documents.

B. Reference requirements stated elsewhere in these specifications.

C. In addition to other requirements, mark up a clean set of Drawings as the work progresses, to show the dimensioned location and routing of all electrical work which will become permanently concealed. Show routing or work in permanently concealed blind spaces within the facility. Show complete routing and sizing of any significant revisions to the systems shown.
D. Maintain Record drawings in an up-to-date fashion in conjunction with the actual progress of installation. "Record" progress mark-ups shall be available on-site for examination by the Authority at all times.

E. Prepare wiring diagrams on reproducible media using AutoCAD V.2012 or later for all individual special systems as installed. Identify all components and show all wire and terminal numbers and connections.

F. Prior to substantial completion, deliver these drawings and their electronic files in full size PDF format to the Authority and obtain a written receipt.

1.13 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

A. Prior to final acceptance, instruct operators on the proper operation and maintenance of all electrical systems and equipment under this contract.

B. Provide services of qualified technicians familiar with each item or system to instruct operators in operation and maintenance of item or system.

C. Have approved operating and maintenance data, and parts lists for all equipment on hand at the time of instruction.

1.14 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Provide Operation and Maintenance Manuals for the switchgear and for the engine generators as described elsewhere in these specifications. Submit in accordance with Division 1.

1.15 PROJECT COMPLETION AND DEMONSTRATION

A. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements.

B. Tests: During Substantial Completion inspection conduct operating tests for approval.

C. Demonstrate installation to operate satisfactorily in accordance with requirements of Contract Documents. Should a portion of installation fail to meet requirements of Contract Documents, repair or replace items failing to meet requirements until items can be demonstrated to comply.

D. Have instruments available for measuring, voltage and current values and for demonstration of continuity, ground, or open circuit conditions. Furnish personnel to assist in taking measurements and making tests.

E. In the event that systems are not complete and fully operational at the time of the Substantial Completion, all costs of any subsequent inspections shall be borne by the Contractor at no additional cost to the Authority.
1.16  WARRANTY

F. Division 1 - Closeout Requirements: Warranties.

G. Unless otherwise specified, the Warranty starts on the date Written Notice is given that the project is complete and all required corrections have been made. Warranty shall certify that all defects in products or workmanship shall be promptly repaired or replaced by the Contractor, to the satisfaction of the Authority, for a period of one year, except when, in the opinion of the Authority such failure is due to neglect or carelessness by the Authority.

1.17  CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

H. Submit, at time of request for Final Inspection, a completed letter in the following format:

I, ______________(Name), of ______________(Firm), certify that the Electrical Work is complete in accordance with Contract Drawings and Specifications, and authorized change orders (copies of which are attached hereto), and will be ready for Final Inspection as of ________(Date). I further certify that the following Specification requirements have been fulfilled:

1. Megger readings performed, ____ copies of log attached.
2. Instructions of operating personnel performed_______(Date).

________________________________________(Signed)
Alaska Energy Authority

3. Record drawings up-to-date and ready to deliver to the Authority.
4. Emergency systems tested and fully operational.
5. All other tests required by Specifications have been performed.
6. All systems fully operational. Project is ready for Final Inspection.

SIGNED:_________________ DATE:____________________
TITLE:___________________

PART 2 – PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 – EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION
PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
   A. This Section describes specific requirements, products, and methods of execution which are typical throughout the Electrical Work of this Project. Additional requirements for the specific systems will be found in the Division specifying those systems.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS
   A. Division 1
   B. Divisions 21 and 23
   C. Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical
   D. All other Division 26 Specifications

1.3 COORDINATION
   A. Layout all the work in advance and avoid conflict with other Work in progress. Physical dimensions shall be determined from Civil and Structural Drawings. Verify locations for junction boxes, disconnect switches, stub-ups, etc., for connection to equipment furnished by others, or in other Divisions of this Work.

1.4 SERVICEABILITY OF PRODUCTS
   A. Furnish all products to provide the proper orientation of serviceable components to access space provided.
   B. Coordinate installation of all products to allow proper service areas for any items requiring periodic maintenance inspection or replacement.
   C. Replace or relocate all products incorrectly ordered or installed.

1.5 ACCESSIBILITY OF PRODUCTS
   A. Arrange all work to provide access to all serviceable and/or operable products. Layout work to optimize net usable access space within confines of space available. Advise the Authority, in a timely manner, of areas where proper access or required clearspace cannot be maintained. Furnish Layout Drawings to verify this claim, if requested.
   B. Provide access doors in ceilings, walls, floors, etc., for access to j-boxes, automatic devices, and all serviceable or operable equipment in concealed spaces.
PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.1 PRODUCTS FURNISHED IN DIVISION 26

A. All products furnished and installed in permanent construction shall be new, full-weight, standard in every way, and in first class condition.

B. All equipment furnished by the Contractor shall be listed by and shall bear the label of Underwriters' Laboratories, Incorporated (UL) or of an independent testing laboratory acceptable to the local Code-enforcement agency having jurisdiction.

C. Products shall be identical with apparatus or equipment which has been in successful operation for at least two years. All products of similar class or service shall be of one manufacturer.

D. Capacities, sizes, and dimensions given are minimum unless otherwise indicated. All systems and products proposed for use on this project shall be subject to review for adequacy and compliance with Contract Documents.

2.2 PRODUCTS FURNISHED IN OTHER DIVISIONS

A. Controls, including conduit, wiring, and control devices required for the operation of systems furnished in other Divisions shall be installed in accordance with Division 26 Specifications.

B. All equipment furnished by the Contractor shall be listed by and shall bear the label of Underwriters' Laboratories, Incorporated (UL) or of an independent testing laboratory acceptable to the local Code-enforcement agency having jurisdiction.

C. All work on the project that falls under the jurisdiction of the electrical trade shall be performed by Licensed Electricians in possession of Alaska State Fitness Cards in conformance with the Electrical Specifications.

D. Provide complete power connections to equipment including but not limited to feeders, connections, disconnects and motor running overcurrent protection. Where starters are provided as part of a packaged product, overcurrent heaters shall be provided.

2.3 IDENTIFICATION

A. Equipment Labels and Nameplates:

1. Provide rigid engraved labels and nameplates of laminated plastic 1/16-inch thick with white letters on a black or gray background. Label for emergency equipment shall be red with white letters.

   a. Securely attach labels with two screws, minimum, per label, unless rating of panel is affected, use epoxy.
b. Temporary markings not permitted on equipment. Repaint trims housings, etc., where markings cannot be readily removed. Refinish defaced surfaces.

c. No labeling abbreviations will be permitted without prior approval.

2. Label and Nameplate Locations:
   a. Provide 1/2-inch minimum height letters on following equipment:
      1) Service disconnects (red background).
      2) Secondary feeder breakers in distribution equipment. Designation as required by load served.
      3) Special equipment housed in cabinets, as designated on Drawings, on outside of door.

   b. Provide 1/4-inch minimum height letters on:
      1) Disconnects and starters for motors or fixed appliances - (include item designation and branch feeder circuit number); and
      2) Designated electrical equipment.

B. Branch Circuit Panelboard Schedules: Provide neatly typed schedule (odd numbered circuits on left side or top, even on right side or bottom) under plastic jacket or protective cover to protect the schedule from damage or dirt. Securely mount on inside face of panelboard door. Define briefly, but accurately, nature of connected load (i.e., Lighting, interior; receptacles, work bench; etc.) as approved.

C. Empty Conduits: Provide tags with typed description of purpose, and location of opposite end, wired to each end of conduits provided for future equipment.

D. Conduits: Mark all conduits entering or leaving panels with indelible black marker with the circuit numbers of the circuits contained inside.

E. Junction Boxes: Mark the circuit numbers of wiring on all junction boxes with steel covers. Mark with indelible black marker.

F. Conductors:
   1. Conductors shall be color coded as indicated on the Electrical Conductor Schedule on the Drawings.
   2. Control and alarm circuit conductors
      a. Field conductors shall be identified by destination panel and terminal block designations.
      b. Internal (Control Panel) numbering system shall be provided by the Contractor. The numbering system shall assign each logical conductor set a unique identification number that will be reflected on the as-built drawings.
PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.1 STORAGE AND HANDLING
   A. Division 1 – Material and Equipment.
   B. All items shall be delivered and stored in original containers, which shall indicate manufacturer's name, the brand, and the identifying number.
   C. Items subject to moisture and/or thermal damage shall be stored in a dry, heated place.
   D. All items shall be covered and protected against dirt, water, chemical and/or mechanical damage.

3.2 PROTECTION OF PRODUCTS
   A. The Contractor shall be held responsible for products to be installed under this Contract.
   B. The Contractor will be required to make good, at his own cost, any injury or damage which said products may sustain before Final Acceptance.

3.3 INSTALLATION
   A. All products shall be installed by skilled craftsmen. The norms for execution of the work shall be in conformity with NEC Chapter 3 and the NECA "Standards of Installation," which herewith is made part of these Specifications.
   B. Provide working space in accordance with NEC 110.26 to permit ready and safe operation and maintenance of equipment.
   C. Repair all surfaces and furnish all required products and labor to maintain fire-proof, air-tight and water-proof characteristics of the construction.
   D. Installation of all equipment shall be in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

3.4 SUPPORT SYSTEMS
   A. All interior materials used shall be galvanized or zinc plated.
   B. All exterior materials used shall be stainless steel. Where support elements are field cut, exposed metal shall be coated with spray-on galvanizing.
   C. Support from structure only.
   D. Conduits shown to be run at grade shall be supported by wood sleepers as shown on the drawings. Conduits may share fuel piping sleepers if installed such that neither system will require removal during maintenance or replacement.

3.5 MOUNTING HEIGHTS
   A. Mounting heights shall be above finished floor (AFF) or above finished grade as noted below, unless otherwise shown or indicated.
1. Lighting Switches, 48 inches to center
2. Receptacles shall be mounted as indicated on the Drawings.
   B. Other mounting heights are indicated on the Drawings by detail.

3.6 CUTTING AND PATCHING
   A. Where previously completed building surfaces or other features must be cut, penetrated, or otherwise altered, such work shall be carefully laid out and patched to the original condition. Perform work only with craftsmen skilled in their respective trades.
   B. Do not cut, drill, or notch structural members unless specifically approved by the Authority. Minimize penetrations and disruption of building features.

3.7 FLASHING AND SEALING
   A. Seal all interior and exterior ceiling and wall penetrations with polyurethane caulking. Seal both sides of walls where accessible.

3.8 PROTECTIVE FINISHES
   A. Take care not to scratch or deface factory finish on electrical apparatus and devices. Repaint all marred or scratched surfaces.
   B. Provide hot dip galvanized components for ferrous materials exposed to the weather.

3.9 CLEAN-UP AND COMMISSIONING
   A. Throughout the Work, the Contractor shall keep the work area reasonably neat and orderly by periodic clean-ups.
   B. As independent parts of the installation are completed, they may be commissioned and utilized during construction.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 26 05 26
GROUNDING AND BONDING FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
A. This section describes general requirements, products, and methods of execution relating to the furnishing and installation of a complete grounding system as required for this project.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS
A. Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical
B. Section 26 05 02 Basic Materials and Methods

1.3 MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
A. The minimum requirement for the system shall conform to Article 250 of the NEC.

1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop Drawings and Product Data: Provide in accordance with Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical and Division 1.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.1 GENERAL
A. Install types indicated and of sizes and ratings to comply with NEC. Where types, sizes, ratings, and quantities indicated are in excess of NEC requirements, the more stringent requirements and the greater size, rating, and quantity indications shall govern.

B. Material: Copper only. Aluminum is not acceptable for use in any location.

2.2 GROUNDING ELECTRODES
A. Copper clad steel with high-strength steel core and electrolytic-grade copper outer sheath, molten welded to core. Size as indicated on the Drawings.

2.3 WIRE AND CABLE CONDUCTORS
A. Ground Grid or Grounding Electrode Conductors shall be bare copper conductors conforming to the following:

B. Station Service Circuit Grounding Conductor: General use conductors in accordance with the conductor schedule, green insulated. Minimum No. 12 AWG.

C. Generator and Feeder Circuit Grounding Conductor: Extra flexible conductors in accordance with the conductor schedule, size as indicated.

2.4 MISCELLANEOUS CONDUCTORS

A. Ground Bus: Bare annealed copper bars of rectangular cross section.

B. Braided Bonding Jumpers: Copper tape, braided No. 30 gauge bare copper wire, terminated with copper ferrules.

C. Bonding Strap Conductor/Connectors: Soft copper, 0.05-inch-thick and 2 inches wide, except as indicated.

2.5 GROUND CONNECTIONS

A. All underground ground connections shall be made with exothermic welds.

B. Wherever the ground rod crosses the ground grid it shall be connected.

C. Grounding conductor connections to building structure and to equipment skids shall be made with mechanical lugs or compression lugs as indicated. Drill and tap steel structure and equipment as required for positive bond.

PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.1 SERVICE AND STRUCTURE GROUND

A. Create a Grounding Electrode System (GES) for this project by connecting the following:

1. Generators, switchgear, and transformers grounded as shown on the Drawings.

2. The neutral conductors grounded only where specifically indicated on the Drawings.

3. Other items or equipment as indicated on the Drawings.

4. Current carrying capacity of the grounding and bonding conductors shall be in conformity with Tables 250.66 and 250.122 of the NEC.

B. All structure bonding shall be in accordance with manufacturer’s recommended practice.
3.2 EQUIPMENT GROUND

A. The raceway system shall be bonded in conformity with NEC requirements to provide a continuous ground path. Where required by code or where called for on the Drawings, an additional grounding conductor shall be sized in conformity with Table 250.122 of the NEC.

B. Provide a separate copper equipment grounding conductor for each feeder and for each branch circuit indicated. Install the grounding conductor in the same raceway with the related phase and neutral conductors, and connect the grounding conductor to pull boxes or outlet boxes at intervals of 100 feet or less. Where paralleled conductors in separate raceways occur, provide a grounding conductor in each raceway. Connect all grounding conductors to bare grounding bars in panel boards, and to ground buses in service equipment to the end that there will be an uninterrupted grounding circuit from the point of a ground fault back to the point of connection of the equipment ground and system neutral. All grounding conductors shall be sized in conformity with Table 250.122 of the NEC.

C. Provide separate grounding conductor securely bonded and effectively grounded to both ends of all non-metallic raceways and all flexible conduit.

D. If non-metallic enclosures are provided, all metal conduits terminating or entering the enclosure shall be bonded together with approved bonding bushings and minimum #6 AWG copper cable.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 26 05 29
HANGERS AND SUPPORTS FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
A. Support and align raceways, cabinets, boxes, fixtures, etc., in an approved manner and as specified.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS
A. Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical
B. Section 26 05 02 Basic Materials and Methods
C. Section 26 05 33 Raceway and Boxes for Electrical Systems

1.3 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop Drawings and Product Data: Provide in accordance with Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical and Division 1.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.1 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
A. Support equipment and raceways on strut, brackets, trapeze hangers, or as detailed. Anvil, B-Line, Grinnell, Unistrut, or approved equal.

2.2 FORMED STEEL CHANNEL
A. Strut: Cold formed mild steel channel strut, pre-galvanized finish and slotted back unless specifically indicated otherwise.
B. Standard Strut: 12 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 1-5/8”, B-line B22-SH-Galv or approved equal.
C. Double Strut: 12 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 3-1/4”, B-line B22A-SH-Galv or approved equal.
D. Shallow Strut: 14 gauge thick steel, 1-5/8” x 13/16”, B-line B54-SH-Galv or approved equal.

2.3 FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
B. Provide fittings, brackets, channel nuts, and accessories designed specifically for use with specified channel strut. Zinc plated carbon steel.
C. Pipe Clamps: Two piece pipe clamp designed to support pipe tight to strut, B-line B20##, or approved equal.
D. Fasteners: All bolts, nuts, and washers to be zinc plated carbon steel.

2.4 EARTHQUAKE ANCHORAGE

A. Anchor equipment weighing more than 100 pounds to the building structure to resist lateral earthquake forces.

B. Total lateral (earthquake) force shall be 1.00 times the equipment weight acting laterally in any direction through the equipment center of gravity. Provide adequate backing at structural attachment points to accept the forces involved.

C. Provide equipment supported by flexible isolation mounts with earthquake restraining supports positioned as close to equipment as possible without contact in normal operation (earthquake bumpers). The maximum lateral displacement due to the computed earthquake force from above shall not exceed 1.5 inches. Floor mounted equipment weighing less than 2000 pounds may have one 6-inch by 6-inch by 3/8-inch by 18-inch steel angle bolted to the floor with four 5/8-inch diameter bolts placed on each of four sides of the equipment.

PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.1 INSTALLATION

A. Conduits and equipment shall be mounted using strut or similar supports unless otherwise noted.

B. Do not strap conduits to piping. When run in parallel with piping maintain adequate separation to allow maintenance to take place on either piping or conduit system so that the other does not have to be removed when maintenance is required.

END OF SECTION
SECTION 26 05 33
RACEWAY AND BOXES FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

PART 1 – GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
A. This section describes specific requirements, products, and methods of execution relating to conduit and conduit fittings approved for use on this project. Type, size and installation methods shall be as shown on the Plans, required by Code and specified in these specifications.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS
A. Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical
B. Section 26 05 02 Basic Materials and Methods
C. Section 26 05 26 Grounding and Bonding for Electrical Systems

1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Conduit and conduit fittings shall be standard types and sizes as manufactured by a nationally recognized manufacturer of this type of materials and be in conformity with applicable standards and UL listings.

1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop Drawings and Product Data: Provide in accordance with Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical and Division 1.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.1 GALVANIZED RIGID CONDUIT (GRC)
A. Galvanized rigid conduit shall be mild steel with continuous welded seam, hot-dip galvanized complying with ANSI C80.1 and shall be UL listed.
B. Elbows, bends, and fittings shall be made of full weight materials complying with the above and shall be coated and threaded the same as conduit.
C. Threads for conduit shall be tapered and clean cut. All threads shall be hot dip galvanized after cutting.
D. Conduit shall be 1/2-inch trade size or larger.

2.2 ELECTRICAL METALLIC TUBING (EMT)
A. Steel tubing, galvanized outside and provided with a slick corrosion resistant interior coating; UL listed and labeled according to Standard 797; conforming to ANSI Standard C80.3.
2.3 LIQUIDTIGHT FLEXIBLE METAL CONDUIT

A. Liquidtight flexible conduit shall be manufactured from galvanized steel strip, sealed with a polyvinyl outer jacket and shall be UL listed.

B. Fittings shall be designed for use with liquidtight flexible conduit and shall maintain electrical continuity throughout fittings and conduit.

C. Liquidtight flexible metal conduit shall be 1/2-inch trade size or larger and shall be manufactured by O-Z/Gedney Co., Southwire Co., or approved equal.

2.4 WIREWAY

A. Interior Use: UL listed; NEMA 1, enamel finished; screw covers except where indicated otherwise. Furnish complete with all fittings, couplings, and accessories; Hoffman, B-Line or equivalent.

2.5 FITTINGS

A. Conduit bodies shall be factory made with threaded hub connections and weather tight screw type covers. For all exterior locations provide malleable iron conduit bodies with hot dipped galvanized finish.

B. Fittings utilized with rigid steel shall be galvanized steel. Conduit bushings shall be of the insulated type. Where grounding bushings are required, insulated grounding bushings with pressure type lugs shall be provided. Lock rings shall be of the sealing gland type. Provide conduit bushings on all penetrations without hubs.

C. Couplings and Terminations for Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT): Join lengths of EMT with steel compression type couplings and connectors. The connectors shall have insulated throats or a smooth interior so as not to damage the insulation during pulling operations.

D. Fittings for liquid-tight flexible conduit shall be steel or malleable iron, of a type incorporating a threaded grounding cone, nylon or plastic compression ring, and a tightening gland, providing a low resistance ground connection. All throats shall be insulated.

2.6 JUNCTION BOXES AND ENCLOSURES

A. Metallic device/junction boxes for interior use with Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT) shall be minimum .0625” thick SAE 1008 pressed steel with galvanized finish, 2-1/8” deep welded or drawn construction with 1/2” and 3/4” knockouts. Provide with 1/2” raised face metal covers.

B. For interior electrical junction boxes larger than 4” square provide NEMA 1 steel wall mount screw cover enclosures. Minimum 12-gauge steel with color ANSI 61 gray powder coated finish. Hoffman, B-Line or approved equal. Provide with plated or stainless-steel cover screws.
C. Weatherproof gang boxes for exterior use and where specifically indicated shall be die cast zinc metal with powder coated finish and threaded hubs. Provide with matching weatherproof gasketed covers and mounting hardware.

PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.1 CONDUIT USAGE

A. INTERIOR - All interior locations shall be electrical metallic tubing (EMT) except where specifically indicated as wireway.

B. FIRE SUPPRESSION - All raceways for fire suppression shall be equivalent to INTERIOR previously specified except that all raceways, junction boxes, pull boxes, and cover plates shall be painted red.

C. EXTERIOR - All exterior above grade locations shall be galvanized rigid conduit (GRC).

D. Liquidtight flexible metal conduit shall be used in lengths 18 to 24 inches for connections to motors or equipment subject to vibration and where indicated on the Drawings. Longer lengths may be used for equipment connection if grounding conductor is installed through conduit.

3.2 CONDUIT INSTALLATION, GENERAL

A. Conduit field joints shall be cut square and reamed smooth. Threads shall be cleanly cut and joints drawn up tight. Running threads shall not be permitted.

B. After cutting and threading exterior GRC, threads shall be cleaned and degreased and shall receive two coats of cold galvanizing compound.

C. Offsets and bends shall be made carefully, without reducing cross sectional area, and shall not be less than the radius of standard elbows.

D. Convenience outlets, switches, and other devices located on walls shall be serviced from above, unless otherwise indicated.

E. Raceways penetrating vapor barriers or traversing from warm to cold areas shall be sealed (at the penetration point) with a non-hardening duct sealing compound to prevent the accumulation of moisture.

F. All metal conduits shall have insulating bushings and shall have locknuts inside and outside of enclosure box, etc. Conduits smaller than 1-1/4-inch trade size shall be equipped with bushings and shall have locknuts inside and outside of enclosure.

G. All conduit runs shall be grounded in an effective and approved manner at point of origin and shall maintain a continuous ground throughout all runs, cabinets, pull boxes, and fittings from point of service to all outlets.

H. Conduit Supports:
1. Support conduits by wall brackets, pipe straps and strut sections, or trapeze hangers spaced not more than 10 feet on center.

2. Conduits shall be supported from the structural system. Provide additional support as required for junction and pull boxes.

I. All conduit runs shall be completed and cleaned free from foreign matter inside before conductors are drawn in. After installation conduit ends shall be plugged or capped to prevent the entrance of foreign materials.

J. All conduits not used by this Contract shall have a pull wire installed and securely tied off at each end for future conductor installation.

END OF SECTION
PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE

A. The Work included herein shall consist of providing, fabricating, and factory testing complete engine generator units and accessories as specified herein.

B. Each unit shall be delivered complete and ready for installation.

C. Provide all accessories as specified.

1.2 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Division 23 Mechanical

B. Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical

C. Section 26 05 02 Basic Electrical Materials and Methods

1.3 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide in accordance with Section 26 05 00 Common Work Results for Electrical and Division 1.

B. Provide complete and accurate drawings of the equipment, including outline drawings and dimensional data which fully describe the height, width, and depth of the equipment; skid construction; schematics; wiring diagrams; and other relevant details.

C. Provide mechanical and electrical performance data including intake and exhaust air flow; charge air cooling requirements (if applicable); heat rejection; engine coolant pump curve at rated speed; fuel flow rate; fuel consumption at 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of rated prime power; and other relevant data.

D. Provide manufacturer’s catalog literature for all accessories and equipment.

E. A torsional vibration analysis (TVA) shall be provided for each of the proposed engine generator combinations within 14-days of contract award.

1.4 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) regulations governing use of stationary diesel engines in remote areas of Alaska. The following provision of 40 CFR Subpart III applies to this solicitation:

A. On November 13, 2019, 40 CFR 60.4216 (c) was revised as follows: Manufacturers, owners, and operators of stationary CI ICE that are located in remote areas of Alaska may choose to meet the applicable emission standards for emergency engines in §§ 60.4202 and 60.4205, and not those for non-emergency engines in §§ 60.4201 and 60.4204, except that for 2014 model year and later nonemergency CI ICE, the owner or operator of any such engine must have that engine certified as meeting at least the Tier 3 PM standards in 40 CFR 89.112 or 40 CFR 1042.101.
In order to comply with EPA emissions requirements and also be compatible with the intended service applications, the diesel engines furnished under this solicitation shall be a new Tier 3 Marine certified engine.

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. All equipment shall be designed, fabricated, and assembled in accordance with recognized and acceptable engineering and shop practices. Individual parts shall be manufactured to standard sizes and gauges so that repair parts, furnished at any time, can be installed in the field. Like parts of duplicate units shall be interchangeable. Except where specific allowance is made in this specification for rebuilt or remanufactured engines, Equipment shall not have been in service at any time prior to delivery, except as required by tests.

B. Equipment and components furnished under these specifications shall be in accordance with the requirements of applicable UL, NEC, IEEE, NEMA, and ANSI standards.

1.6 FABRICATOR QUALIFICATIONS

The engine generator shall be furnished, assembled, and tested by a qualified fabricator (Fabricator) who is regularly engaged in the business of providing diesel engine driven generator equipment.

A. The Fabricator must have staff with extensive experience in packaging diesel engine driven electrical generators. A list of five successful installations that key staff have worked on may be requested by the Authority after the bid opening and prior to award in order to verify Fabricator qualifications. The list must include installation date, description of installation, and a reference contact for each installation.

B. The Fabricator must maintain a competent service organization that is available for field service calls. A description of the organization including resumes of key personnel may be requested by the Authority after the bid opening and prior to award in order to verify Fabricator qualifications.

C. The Fabricator must have a fabrication facility with adequate space and appropriate equipment as required to perform the work. The Authority may inspect the Fabricator’s shop after the bid opening and prior to award in order to verify Fabricator qualifications.

1.7 CONTRACTOR WARRANTIES

A. The Contractor shall warrant the work for a period of not less than one-year after energization of the equipment or 18 months after delivery to the F.O.B. point, whichever comes first. In the event of equipment or component failure during the warranty period, the Contractor shall replace such defective equipment or components and bear all associated costs. Costs shall include material, parts, and labor. The Contractor will be allowed to charge for travel and per diem expenses related to warranty service at actual cost plus 10%. The Contractor shall pursue manufacturer's warranties to the extent necessary to obtain replacement equipment.
and provide proof of action taken upon request. Assist Authority as directed in determining cause of failure.

B. The warranty shall state in clear terms exactly what warranty coverage the seller provides, for each unit and attachments. This shall include the terms, length of coverage, reporting responsibilities, how the warranty applies to accessory equipment, restrictions, locations of local facilities for handling warranty and other repairs (including contact names), and any other available information pertaining to warranty.

C. Provide a nametag on each piece of equipment that clearly identifies the party responsible for the warranty. Nametag shall include the name, address, and phone number, and shop order or Contractor’s serial number.

1.8 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS.

A. Provide one (1) complete bound set of operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals. Identification symbols for all replaceable parts and assemblies shall be included. Provide manuals for the following equipment:

1. Engine.
2. Generator.
3. Voltage Regulator.
4. All accessories.

B. For each engine provide all available factory service publications including parts manuals, service manuals, component technical manuals, etc.

C. For all other components of each engine generator unit provide:

1. Equipment function, normal operating characteristics, and limiting conditions.
2. Assembly, installation, alignment, adjustment, and checking instructions.
3. Operating instructions for start-up, routine and normal operation, regulation and control, shutdown, and emergency conditions.
4. Lubrication and maintenance instructions.
5. Guide to "troubleshooting."
6. Parts list and predicted life of parts subject to wear.
7. Outline, cross section, elevation, and assembly drawings
8. Engineering data including all mechanical and electrical performance characteristics.
9. Complete AC connection and three-line diagrams.
10. Complete DC schematics including voltage regulator, fuel injector pump, sensors, switches, fuses, and all other devices.

D. The operation and maintenance manuals shall be in addition to any instructions or parts list packed with or attached to the equipment when delivered, or any information submitted for review.

E. Each copy of the final O&M manual shall be provided with original copies of the manufacturer’s instruction books. Copies of manufacturer’s instruction books shall not be inserted in any of the final O&M manuals.
F. Bind materials in locking three ring “D” style binders. Binder capacities shall not exceed 3 inches, nor shall material included exceed the designed binder capacity. If material to be bound exceeds capacity rating, multiple volumes shall be furnished. Binder capacity shall not be less than approximately 1/2 inch greater than the thickness of the material within the binder. Permanently label with project information on the front cover and edge.

G. Where reduction is not practical, larger drawings shall be folded separately and placed in envelopes, which are bound into the manuals. Each envelope shall bear suitable identification on the outside.

H. All information in the O&M manuals shall be new and original publications.

I. All as-built drawings shall be provided in Adobe PDF format on CD.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 GENERAL CONFIGURATION AND MANUFACTURERS

A. All units shall be complete skid mounted engine generators utilizing all new components.

B. All units shall be configured as specified herein and shall include all accessories as indicated.

C. Engines shall be rated for prime power duty at the horsepower (shaft) and electrical kilowatt (generator) ratings indicated for each unit. All engines shall be 1800 RPM unless specifically indicated otherwise. All starting and control systems shall be 24 VDC.

D. Provide engines of the manufacturer and model as indicated in Paragraph 2.2 - Specific Configuration, no other substitutes except as specifically noted below.

E. Approved equal substitutions of engines will be allowed only by Engineer's approval. To obtain approval, submittals must clearly demonstrate the following:

1. The substitute engine must meet all of the requirements of Paragraph 2.3

2. The substitute engine manufacturer must have at least one factory authorized service representative with a permanent shop in Southcentral Alaska.

3. The size and weight of the substitute engine must not exceed that of the specified engine by more than 10%.

4. The physical layout, piping connections, and service access areas of the substitute engine must be sufficiently similar to that of the specified engine so that no major changes will be required to the power plant design.

5. The substitute engine must meet or exceed the fuel efficiency rate of the specified engine. Provide fuel curve showing fuel consumption (kWh/gallon) at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of prime rated capacity.

6. The substitute engine must be provided with a single jacket water cooling circuit without a separate aftercooler circuit.

7. The substitute engine must meet or exceed the heat rejection to the jacket water circuit of the specified engine.
8. The engine must not be equipped, or require to be equipped, with any exhaust emissions equipment including Exhaust Gas Recirculation, Diesel Oxidation Catalyst, Diesel Particulate Filter, or Selective Catalytic Reduction.

F. Provide Newage/Stamford generators as indicated in the Specific Configuration requirements that follow or Kato equal, no other substitutes except as specifically noted below. The generator shall be rated for continuous output at the value and temperature rise indicated at 0.8 power factor. The generator shall be 2/3 pitch winding, 3 phase, 277/480 volt, 12 lead reconnectable, with PMG excitation.

G. If a Marathon or other generator of equivalent or greater capacity is provided it shall be modified and upgraded prior to installation. Upon receipt of the generator from the factory it shall be taken to a manufacturer’s authorized warranty service shop and the following tasks shall be performed:

1. Remove rotor assembly, bearing, exciter, diode plate and inspect for defects.
2. If any defects are encountered immediately file a warranty claim with the manufacturer.
3. Electrically test all windings.
4. Encapsulate exciter rotor winding with epoxy.
5. Replace bearing prior to reinstalling exciter. Bearing shall meet the minimum requirements of these specifications.
6. Replace diode plate mounting bolts with grade 8 bolts and use Loctite.
7. Insulate main rotor leads with phase paper. Secure leads with heat shrinkable polyester tape using epoxy on all knots.
8. Spray coat all windings with epoxy.
10. Test at rated RPM.

2.2 SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION

A. Chignik Lake Engine-Generators: Furnish Engine Generators of the capacity and configuration listed below:

#1 Engine - 223 hp, 150 ekW prime, John Deere 6068AFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required). Generator - Minimum 170kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274G or Kato equal.

#4 Engine - 99 hp, 65 ekW prime, John Deere 4045TFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required). Generator - Minimum 90kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274C or Kato equal.

B. Circle Engine-Generators: Furnish Engine Generators of the capacity and configuration listed below:
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#1 **Engine** - 148 hp, 100 ekW prime, John Deere 4045AFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required).  
**Generator** - Minimum 125kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274E or Kato equal.

#2 **Engine** - 148 hp, 100 ekW prime, John Deere 4045AFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required).  
**Generator** - Minimum 125kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274E or Kato equal.

C. **Takotna** Engine-Generators: Furnish Engine Generators of the capacity and configuration listed below:

#1 **Engine** - 99 hp, 65 ekW prime, John Deere 4045TFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required).  
**Generator** - Minimum 90kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274C or Kato equal.

#2 **Engine** - 99 hp, 65 ekW prime, John Deere 4045TFM85, Tier 3 Marine. Starting and Control Voltage = 24 VDC (convert as required).  
**Generator** - Minimum 90kW continuous at 105°C rise, Newage/Stamford UCI274C or Kato equal.

### 2.3 ENGINE

A. Provide a skid mounted, 1800 RPM, diesel engine complete with generator/alternator and ready for service. The unit shall be of newest design and of recent manufacture.

B. Marine engines shall be furnished without a charging alternator, heat exchanger, coolant expansion tank, or accessory reduction gear drive. Factory installed components shall be removed as required.

C. The engine shall be a four-cycle, water-cooled, direct injection diesel engine of 4 or 6 cylinder in-line configuration as indicated by model number and shall be provided with a gear driven coolant pump where offered by manufacturer.

D. Cylinder Liners: The engines shall be provided with removable cylinder liners to facilitate field rebuilding.

E. Horsepower: Certified engine power curves and fuel consumption at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% loading, shall be submitted showing the manufacturer's approval of the engine rating for engine generator prime power application. Special ratings or "continuous standby" ratings will not be acceptable.

F. Engine Control: All engine control functions will be performed by remote switchgear which will perform all start/stop, speed, paralleling, and load sharing control functions in addition to all engine function monitoring and safety shut downs. Engine manufacturer’s electronic control panels shall not be provided.

G. ECU and Isochronous Governor: Provide an Engine Control Unit (ECU) for interface with the switchgear. Program the ECU for nominal 1800 RPM operation at 2.5 VDC input, variable RPM above and below 2.5 VDC input, and idle operation at input less than or equal to 0.5 VDC.
H. ECU Mounting: When available from the engine manufacturer, provide an ECU mounting panel for installation of the ECU and accessories. Mount in a readily accessible location on the engine or on the generator enclosure. Provide service loops in wiring harnesses as required.

I. Fuel: The engine shall be capable of satisfactory performance on No. 1 or No. 2 Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD) Fuel.

J. Fuel System: The engine shall have manufacturer’s engine mounted fuel filters with replaceable elements. Fuel supply and return lines shall be routed to the front of generator skid for field connection to the plant piping. See Drawings for detailed configuration.

K. Lubrication: The engine shall have a gear type lubricating oil pump for supplying oil under pressure to the main bearings, crankshaft bearings, pistons, piston pins, timing gears, camshaft bearings and valve rocker mechanism. Threaded spin-on type, full flow lubricating oil filters shall be provided. The oil drain line shall be terminated with a ball valve and bulkhead fitting through the skid on the side of the unit. See Drawings for detailed configuration.

L. Oil Level: The engine shall have a combination visual oil level site gauge with adjustable high and low level switches, Murphy L129CK1 or approved equal. Mount on rubber isolators and connect to engine with minimum #8 hoses. Carefully route upper vent hose to avoid any low point traps and connect directly into crankcase. Route lower hose to a connection directly on the oil pan. Do not tee lower hose into oil drain line. See Drawings for installation detail.

M. Fuel and Oil Hoses: All hoses for fuel, lube oil, vents, mechanical gauges, etc., shall be Aeroquip type FC300, Eaton Weatherhead H569 or approved equal. Minimum hose size shall be 5/16” (#6). Provide with re-useable JIC swivel type fittings. Push-on or barb type hose connections will not be allowed. Route hoses to avoid wear points and to ensure access to normal service points on the engine. Securely support hoses from engine and skid.

N. Glycol Hoses: All hoses for glycol shall be Teflon hose with stainless steel outer braid, Eaton Weatherhead H243 or approved equal. Provide with re-useable plated steel straight JIC swivel ends with NPT adapters. Route hoses to avoid wear points and to ensure access to normal service points on the engine. Securely support hoses from engine and skid.

O. Wire Loom: All wiring for control and instrumentation shall be routed in plastic loom. Provide tee fittings for all branch connections. Route loom to avoid wear points and to ensure access to normal service points on the engine. Securely support loom from engine and skid.

P. Protective Guards: All moving parts and hot surfaces shall be provided with protective guards in accordance with U.L Standard 2200.

Q. Air Cleaners: The engine shall be provided with a dry-type, replaceable element air cleaner with a metal canister, Donaldson or approved equal. Open disposable type air filters or plastic canisters will not be accepted. Provide visual air restriction
indicator, 20” water column limit, manual reset, Donaldson X002251 or approved equal.

R. Starting: The engine shall be equipped with a 24 VDC electric starting system as indicated in Paragraph 2.2 - Specific Configuration. The starting system shall be of sufficient capacity to crank the engine at a speed which will allow full diesel starting. A starter auxiliary relay shall be remote mounted in control wiring junction box, Caterpillar 9X-8124 or approved equal.

S. Control Power: To provide 24VDC power to the control wiring junction box, a 30A circuit breaker with switch shall be mounted on the engine in the vicinity of the starter, Cooper 187-030-F-00 or approved equal.

T. Sensors and Safety Controls: The engine shall be equipped with the following:

1. Exhaust Gas Temperature. High temperature (650°C) 2 wire 100 ohm RTD with 2’ high temperature lead wire, spring strain relief, Deutz DT06-2S-E008 male connector, Deutz DT04-2P-E008 female connector, and compression fitting with 1/4” MPT adapter. Eustis RGB7B203B02X0 with NS44 adapter or approved equal. See note 2 below.

2. Air Filter Vacuum Sensor. 4-20mA, -30”Hg to 0 PSIG, 1/4” MPT. Noshok 100-30V-1-1-2-7 or approved equal.

Note 1. The above listed sensors shall be independent from engine gauges and all other devices and sensors. Where standard factory furnished sensors for the above listed functions are required for operation of the ECU, provide additional duplicate sensors as specified. All sensors shall be installed on the engine and wired to terminal blocks as indicated in the Drawings.

Note 2. Upon completion of shop testing, if exhaust gas temperature sensor is installed in flex remove sensor and tywrap to engine in a secure location for shipping.

U. Safety Controls: The automatic switchgear provided by others shall be equipped with automatic safety controls which will shut down the engine in the event of high jacket water temperature (primary), high lubricating oil temperature, low lubricating oil pressure, high or low lubricating oil level, high air filter restriction, and engine overspeed based on J1939 CANbus and engine mounted sensors. Note that a single low water shut down switch will be installed on the external cooling system.

2.4 EXHAUST FLEX

A. A flexible, continuous, 18 inch long stainless steel exhaust flex connector with welded connections shall be furnished for each engine, Alaska Rubber or approved equal. Provide an appropriate engine mating connection at one end and a 4” ASA 125 lb. flange. Slotted cuff connections are not acceptable. Provide gasket, bolts, v-clamp, or any other components required for connection to the engine. Provide a 90° elbow where required for the flex to be installed vertically. Note that if the exhaust temperature sensor cannot be installed directly in the outlet connection, a 1/4” FPT stainless steel thread-o-let shall be welded into the flex between the engine connection and the corrugated hose.
2.5 ACCESSORIES

Provide the following accessories for each generating unit (unless otherwise indicated):

A. Spring vibration isolators complete with mounting hardware, four (4) per each unit, sized for the complete engine generator unit weight. Caldyn Type RJ or approved equal.

B. Drip pan, 16-gauge galvanized sheet metal, liquid tight joints, 20” wide by 50” long by 1” high.

C. Provide minimum 800 cold crank amp 12-volt starting batteries, two for each engine. Batteries shall be sealed maintenance free, Optima Red Top NAPA Part Number BAT N993478RED or approved equal. Furnish and install battery racks sized to hold the batteries with hardware to secure the battery for shipping.

D. Each engine shall be provided with two each #2/0 AWG arctic flex battery cables, 15 ft. long, plus one each #2/0 AWG by 12-inch long jumper. All cables shall include compression type terminal ends shipped loose. One battery cable shall be red for the positive lead and the other shall be black for the negative lead. The jumper shall be black with red heat shrink one end. The battery cables shall be routed and supported as indicated on the Drawings.

2.6 EXTERNAL COOLING SYSTEM

A. All external coolant piping including hoses, expansion tank, instrumentation, and level switch will be furnished and installed by others.

2.7 ENGINE JACKET COOLING SYSTEM

A. Glycol Filter: Provide screw-on canister style filter element with 3/8” NPT connections on head, Wix #24019 head with #24069 element or approved equal. Mount head on steel bracket fixed to front or side of engine. Connect to engine with glycol hoses with 3/8” NPT quarter turn gauge cock isolation valves. Connect inlet to thermostat housing and connect outlet to water pump inlet. On thermostat housing connection provide 3/8” NPT tee fitting with plug for field connection of pre-heat line by others. When filters are provided as part of engine manufacturer’s assembly the standard factory filters may be substituted for the above specified parts; however, equivalent mounting, connections, and isolation valves shall be included.
B. Modify marine engines as follows:

1. John Deere 4045TFM - Remove coolant tank and other accessories that are not required. Install a bent or welded section of 2 inch steel tube routed to the front of the left skid and supported from the skid. See photograph below for representative installation.
2. John Deere 4045AFM - Remove coolant tank and other accessories that are not required. Note that the 4045AFM85 engines have small ports in the coolant hose connection fittings that are overly restrictive. To provide adequate flow for prime power application remove the coolant discharge and suction connection fittings. Cut off hose ends and drill or bore out a 2.5 inch hole. Furnish new 2 inch aluminum king nipples, cut off threads, and weld to housings. Reinstall connection fittings with discharge oriented vertically and suction oriented horizontally. Install a bent or welded section of 2 inch steel tube routed to the front of the left skid and supported from the skid. Provide hose barbs on each end and connect to engine suction fitting with short section of silicone hose as required. See photographs below for representative installation.
3. 6068AFM - Remove coolant tank and other accessories that are not required. Modify coolant discharge connection to face vertically at the front of the engine. Modify coolant suction connection to face horizontally at the front of the engine. See photograph below for representative installation.

2.8 INSTRUMENT PANEL
   A. Provide a J1939 multi-function monitoring panel, Murphy PV101-C or approved equal. The panel shall be mounted on the side of the control wiring junction box. Provide with wiring harness as required for connection to ECU and battery power.

2.9 GENERATOR/ALTERNATOR
   A. Generator shall be a single bearing, four pole, synchronous type. Generator shall be directly connected to the engine flywheel housing and driven through a flexible coupling to ensure permanent alignment. The generator shall be rated three phase, 277/480V, 60 Hz, 1800 RPM, brushless, 12 lead reconnectable, and winding pitch of 2/3 design. Windings shall be random wound and lashed at the end turns to provide superior mechanical strength.

   B. The rotating assembly shall be dynamically balanced to less than 2 mils peak to peak displacement and shall be designed to have an over speed withstand of 125% of rated speed for 2 minutes in accordance with NEMA MG1-32.

   C. Cast iron end brackets with bearing bores machined for an O-Ring to retard bearing outer race rotation and fabricated steel frames shall be used. Bearings shall be pre-lubricated, double shielded, ball type, single row Conrad, C3 fit. Minimum B-10 bearing life shall be 30,000 hours for single bearing units.
D. Generator wiring diagram shall be permanently installed on the inside of the terminal enclosure cover.

E. The insulation system of both the rotor and stator shall be of NEMA Class H materials or better and shall be synthetic and non-hygroscopic. The stator winding and rotor shall be coated with resin plus an epoxy sealant for extra moisture and abrasion resistance.

F. The generator shall be equipped with a permanent magnet generator (PMG) excitation system. The system shall supply a minimum short circuit support current of 300% of the rating for 10 seconds. The rotating exciter shall use a three-phase full wave rectifier assembly with hermetically sealed silicon diodes protected against abnormal transient conditions by a multi-plate selenium surge protector. The diodes shall be designed for safety factors of 5 times voltage and 1.5 times current.

G. Voltage Regulator: The voltage regulator shall be compatible with the PMG excitation and shall control the output of the brushless AC generator by regulating the current into the exciter field. The regulator shall include an autotuning feature with two PID stability groups. The voltage regulation shall be 0.25% accuracy. Basler DECS-150 5NS1V1N1S or approved equal.
   1. The voltage regulator shall be configured for rear mounting and shall be mounted inside of the control wiring junction box as indicated in the Drawings.
   2. The voltage regulator shall be connected to the 3 phase voltage sensing, field, and PMG on terminal blocks in the control wiring junction box as indicated in the Drawings.

H. Nameplate: On the side of the generator housing, provide a nameplate that provides the following information. The nameplate shall be located in a clearly visible location and shall not be obscured by the terminal enclosure or located such that the nameplate is behind any part of the generator or housing.
   1. Rated kW as specified.
   2. Full load amps.
   3. Rated voltage, phase, and power factor.
   4. Rated voltage and current of the field exciter.

I. Each generator shall be provided with a standard sized terminal compartment. The terminal compartment shall be provided with a load connection block to allow easy field termination of the load, neutral, and ground conductors. The generator neutral connection shall not be connected to the mounting skid or the generator frame. The neutral shall be isolated for field grounding at the switchgear or transformer.

J. The generator shall be self-ventilated with a direct drive one-piece, cast aluminum alloy, unidirectional internal fan for high volume, low noise air delivery. Airflow shall be from opposite drive end through generator to drive end. The exciter shall be in the airflow.

K. Replace the standard factory hardware used for attachment of the generator coupling disc to the engine flywheel with Grade 8 hex head bolts. Install heavy
gauge washers, tighten and torque bolts in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, and paint pen mark after final torqueing.

2.10 MOUNTING SKID

A. The engine and generator shall be equipped with a suitable full length base frame (skid) for mounting the engine and generator. The skid shall be constructed from structural steel channel with ends beveled and plated for short term skidding and rolling of unit. **No formed or stamped steel base frame designs will be accepted.** Provisions shall be made so that the generator can slide back a minimum of 12” to access the rear main seal on the engine without removing the generator end off of the skid or requiring the use of blocking to support it. See the Drawings for skid design and layout.

B. Provisions shall be made in the skid for the mounting of vibration isolators at locations as indicated on the Drawings. Wedge washers shall be welded in place on the skid to provide a flat surface for the vibration isolator lock nuts.

C. Each engine generator shall be placed on the skid at the location indicated on the Drawings.

2.11 WIRING INTERFACE WITH REMOTE SWITCHGEAR

A. A control wiring junction box shall be furnished for each generator as follows:

1. The junction box shall be steel, NEMA 4, with hinged door and screw down latches. Hoffman or approved equal. See Drawings for size.

2. The junction box orientation, device layout, terminal block layout, and labeling shall be as indicated on the Drawings.

3. Install the voltage regulator and the instrument panel as previously specified in the junction box as shown on the Drawings.

4. All wiring for control, monitoring, and safety shall be terminated on terminal blocks within the control wiring junction. The terminals shall be IDEC or approved equal, BNH15LW except where indicated 50A provide BNH50W. Terminals shall be mounted on DIN rail with heavy duty end anchors. Each terminal block and all wire terminations shall be individually numbered as indicated.

5. The engine and generator mounted control wiring shall be provided with a maintenance loop of sufficient length to allow the generator to be slid back 12” minimum for maintenance of the engine without disconnecting any control wiring.

B. The DC power supply for the switchgear shall be provided from the engine starting batteries through the engine-mounted circuit breaker. Terminals shall be provided as indicated on the Drawings for supplying 24 VDC to the switchgear. The engine start and run systems shall be 24 VDC. All remote indication will be 24VDC, 4-20mA, or as otherwise indicated. All switches used for remote indication shall be rated for operation at 24 VDC.
2.12 PAINTING
Each unit shall be painted John Deere green including engine, skid, and generator.

2.13 SPARE FILTERS
In addition to the filters installed on the engines, provide the following quantities of replacement filters for each engine plus break in oil. Package spare filters and oil in boxes and label each box with the engine model and the community name.

A. Twelve (12) oil filters.
B. Four (4) fuel filters.
C. Three (3) air filters.
D. Four (4) glycol filters.
E. Break in oil identical to oil installed in engine. One (1) gallon for each engine.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 FACTORY TESTS
A. Prior to shipment, the engine generator Fabricator shall perform factory tests on each unit at the shop where the engine generator is assembled. The Authority reserves the right to witness all tests. Supply sufficient notice to the Authority prior to performing tests. Test procedures shall conform to ASME, IEEE, and ANSI standards, and NEMA standard practices section on testing, as appropriate and applicable.

B. The Fabricator shall provide all required mechanical and electrical equipment including but not limited to fuel supply, radiator, and load bank.

C. The Fabricator shall provide all required measuring and indicating devices. All devices shall be certified correct or correction data furnished for the device.

D. Prior to performing the load test, the engine generator Fabricator shall perform the following:
   1. Verify that engine is filled with break in oil. The break in oil shall be approved by the engine manufacturer for 100 to 500 hour run time, John Deere Break-In Plus or approved equal.
   2. Perform hydrostatic test on water jackets to assure that water seals and water jackets are watertight. Test report shall indicate pressure at which test was made and the results.
   3. Connect engine coolant piping to radiator or heat exchanger. Note that all engine coolant circulation must be performed by the engine water pump without the benefit of any external pump or pressurized system.
   4. Install thermometer to monitor coolant return temperature entering the engine for comparison against the coolant discharge temperature.

E. Engine Tests: Shop test each engine generator with the associated control wiring junction box permanently connected. Perform customary commercial factory 8 hour load test on each engine generator including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Prior to the 8 hour run, connect the ECU to an analog throttle input and verify that it is correctly responding including idle operation at input less than or equal to 0.5 VDC, 1800 RPM at 2.5 VDC, and variable RPM above and below 2.5 VDC. Note confirmation on the load test.

2. Take a screen shot to document the ECU throttle programming and include with the load test reports for each engine.

3. Place engine in continuous operation without stoppage for a period of not less than eight hours. Operate not less than one hour at each load point (1/2, 3/4, and full load) and 1 hour at 110 percent of rated load. If stoppage becomes necessary during this period, repeat the 8-hour run.

4. Record the following data at the start, at 15-minute intervals, and at the end of each load run: Hz, kW load, fuel consumption, exhaust temperature, intake air temperature, jacket water temperature, coolant return temperature, lube oil temperature, lube oil pressure, manifold (boost) pressure, and crankcase vacuum.

F. Tests shall indicate satisfactory operation and attainment of guarantees and specified performance. Provide test reports including certified copies of all Fabricators’ test data and results. Include laboratory analysis for the clean lube oil sample and the sample pulled after the test. Final payment will not be made without approval by the Authority of the shop test reports.

3.2 SHIPPING

A. Upon completion of testing perform the following steps to prepare for shipping:

1. Pull a sample of the lube oil. Send to a laboratory for analysis. Include the sample of clean lube oil pulled prior to the load test for reference comparison.

2. Remove any dirt from the air cleaner; check all seals and gaskets. Put lubricant on all points given in the lubrication chart of the engine operation guide.

3. Turn the engine at cranking speed with throttle control in full off position and use a sprayer to add a mixture of 50% VCI (volatile corrosion inhibitor) oil and 50% 30 weight oil into the air intake or turbocharger inlet.

4. Continue spraying the mixture of 50% VCI oil and 50% 30-weight engine oil into the air intake or turbocharger inlet to ensure the cylinders and exhaust ports are coated with the oily mixture.

5. Clean the outside of the engine and inspect and ensure that the engine and generator are covered by good quality paint. Correct any deficiencies.

6. Spray a thin amount of 50% VCI oil and 50% 30-weight engine oil on the flywheel, ring gear teeth, and starter pinion. Install the covers to keep the vapors in.

7. Flush the cooling system with extended life 50/50 ethylene glycol mix, Shell Rotella ELC or approved equal. Install covers over the connections.
Note that if testing was performed with extended life ethylene glycol solution the engine does not need to be flushed.

8. Install a positive mechanical seal consisting of a fitting plate and gasket on exhaust opening. Then install all covers and/or tape on any other openings. Ensure all covers are air tight and weatherproof. Use waterproof, weather resistant type tape. Do not install tape in such a manner as will damage paint when the tape is removed. Install a mechanical protective device over any protruding items, which may be vulnerable to damage during transportation.

B. After preparing the equipment for shipping, package each engine generator separately as follows:

1. Coil wiring harnesses and secure control wiring junction box to generator.

2. Put a waterproof cover over the entire engine generator unit. Make the cover tight, but loose enough to let air circulate around the unit to prevent damage to exposed metal parts from condensation.

3. All other included components (spare parts, loose items, etc.) shall be packaged individually in waterproof wrapping. Each individual component package shall then be packed in a box or crate, and each box/crate wrapped in waterproof wrapping to prevent corrosion to the components during extended periods of outside storage. All boxes or crates shall be palletized onto the minimum number of pallets, as required for the quantity and size of the boxes/crates.

END OF SECTION